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Life is short, fast paced and structured in a way that work takes priority over play. 

Our time is precious, we work hard so that in the hours, days, weeks of the year we have free, 
are funded and filled with friends, loved ones, introspection for anything which brings meaning 
to life. Personally, growing up I lived to play. The lines between childhood dreams, aspirations 
and fantasy only drawn when I became an adult. The inclusion of Cryptocurrency in the Global 
Economic Structure means that these old-fashioned work to live values are changing.

Blockchain has the potential to inspire new business opportunities, increase efficiencies, 
decentralise pricing structures and increase transparency and privacy. Wiping away the lines 
we have all drawn through dreams which before now seemed impossible to reach. This economic 
overhaul will see more people than ever having a chance at financial freedom and with it the 
gift of once again seeing the world through the eyes of a child, your only worry will be deciding 
where to direct creativity next. thank you for taking the time to read our whitepaper and 
joining us on this journey. It’s my belief that our project can push gaming and the economies 
gaming operates into the 21st century, powered by Crypto.

I have been a gamer since I could hold a NES controller back in the early 90’s. Over the years 
my development team and I have witnessed the advancement in technology first hand. The 
thrill and allure of playing has increased with every new world and IP we encounter, leaving us 
inspired and eager for the next adventure.

I left school in 2004 and started my own business running IT support for homes and companies, 
all while studying Computer Games technology at Paisley University. 
My business done so well i left the course, however my passion for design and creation has only 
strengthened over time. Since winning Young Entrepreneur of Year at the ROCCO Awards in 
2016, Scottish Edge Young Edge in 2017, and Scottish Edge’s top prize in 2018 for business, I 
have always wanted to channel it back into gaming and bring a project together with my close 
friends. I have been fortunate to grow up surrounded with talented people who not only share 
a passion for the gaming world but who now all operate professionally in either in television, 
film, computer game development or the press and media, an exciting partnership of minds 
that have what it takes in order to make our vision a reality. 

I was an early adopter and investor in cryptocurrency back in 2010, Since then i have believed in a 
way of combining my passion for design, computer games and my knowledge in cryptocurrency 
together to deliver a unique and exciting project to the gaming and crypto space.

Our project will not only deliver a unique, exciting IP into gaming, but will also merge gaming 
and crypto to make the most customer friendly economy and transaction system seen to date 
in a AAA title.

Fraser Gordon, Founder, CEO

A Word From Our FounderA Word From Our Founder
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Our mission is to combine AAA gaming and crypto currency, deploying Our mission is to combine AAA gaming and crypto currency, deploying 
an ecosystem controlled predominantly by the users which allows them to an ecosystem controlled predominantly by the users which allows them to 
transact both ways via our token, giving gamers, designers and content transact both ways via our token, giving gamers, designers and content 
creators the opportunity to make money, while immersing themselves in creators the opportunity to make money, while immersing themselves in 
a unique IP. a unique IP. 

For years AAA titles have all had their own currency, their own in game For years AAA titles have all had their own currency, their own in game 
coin, which once the player has bought in, to them it becomes a sunk cost, coin, which once the player has bought in, to them it becomes a sunk cost, 
and that money can only be used for in game items. We want to break and that money can only be used for in game items. We want to break 
down those barriers by launching our own AAA title set in the not-too-down those barriers by launching our own AAA title set in the not-too-
distant future, where players use the Project Quantum token to trade distant future, where players use the Project Quantum token to trade 
within the game’s marketplace. Here players can buy items from each within the game’s marketplace. Here players can buy items from each 
other which they have either found, created or won in game. By allowing other which they have either found, created or won in game. By allowing 
creators to make their own content using our wireframe baseline models, creators to make their own content using our wireframe baseline models, 
the models and designs are only limited by your own imagination. All in the models and designs are only limited by your own imagination. All in 
game items like weapons, armour and vehicles, will be minted as NFT’s game items like weapons, armour and vehicles, will be minted as NFT’s 
so all previous owners, their stats and their value is always trackable so all previous owners, their stats and their value is always trackable 
within the game. within the game. 

Utilising our unique tokenomics and tax system, our titles will always be Utilising our unique tokenomics and tax system, our titles will always be 
free to play and not only that, but it will also allow players or users the free to play and not only that, but it will also allow players or users the 
opportunity to earn money while they play. The in-game ecosystem will opportunity to earn money while they play. The in-game ecosystem will 
benefit from a 3.5% tax levied on all transactions either in game or from benefit from a 3.5% tax levied on all transactions either in game or from 
the public trading of the token, which goes straight back into the game, the public trading of the token, which goes straight back into the game, 
allowing the developers to assign real world value to in game assets, and allowing the developers to assign real world value to in game assets, and 
the ability to offer huge prize money on a daily/weekly/monthly basis for the ability to offer huge prize money on a daily/weekly/monthly basis for 
PVP, the likes of which has not been seen before in gaming. Players could PVP, the likes of which has not been seen before in gaming. Players could 
at any time change their token out of the game world and change them at any time change their token out of the game world and change them 
for real world currency.for real world currency.

Our Mission



Charnel has fallen. An SOS is sent out from humanity’s distant colony world - a distorted cry for help, warning of an invasion by a never before encountered Charnel has fallen. An SOS is sent out from humanity’s distant colony world - a distorted cry for help, warning of an invasion by a never before encountered 
foe: “THE SCYTHE”. Help is dispatched in the form of the JERICHO, a city-sized quantum starship which takes years to make the long journey. The colossal foe: “THE SCYTHE”. Help is dispatched in the form of the JERICHO, a city-sized quantum starship which takes years to make the long journey. The colossal 
ship has military capabilities, but also the resources to restart the colony - a cryogenic population in stasis.ship has military capabilities, but also the resources to restart the colony - a cryogenic population in stasis.

However, upon arrival, the ship’s AI malfunctions causing the Jericho to fall out of orbit, crashing on the planet’s surface. All active crew are killed, but the However, upon arrival, the ship’s AI malfunctions causing the Jericho to fall out of orbit, crashing on the planet’s surface. All active crew are killed, but the 
malfunctioning systems reboot and one by one begin waking up the ship’s sleeping inhabitants… you.malfunctioning systems reboot and one by one begin waking up the ship’s sleeping inhabitants… you.

Project Quantum is an instanced MMOFPS focused around acquiring loot. Drop into a map alone or as part of a squad. Fight other players for their equipment, Project Quantum is an instanced MMOFPS focused around acquiring loot. Drop into a map alone or as part of a squad. Fight other players for their equipment, 
hunt powerful monsters, mine for resources and search for ancient technology. Then extract yourself before you lose it all. Project Quantum is a looter-shooter hunt powerful monsters, mine for resources and search for ancient technology. Then extract yourself before you lose it all. Project Quantum is a looter-shooter 
treasure hunt to the death set within a battle-royal-esque format where in-game items can be crafted and traded using our own real-world currency, QBIT.treasure hunt to the death set within a battle-royal-esque format where in-game items can be crafted and traded using our own real-world currency, QBIT.

Step into the shoes (or Exo-suit) of a “Seeker” to explore a rich new sci-fi universe full of lore, mystery and danger. Meet the split-personalities of AMELIA, the Step into the shoes (or Exo-suit) of a “Seeker” to explore a rich new sci-fi universe full of lore, mystery and danger. Meet the split-personalities of AMELIA, the 
former AI pilot of The Jericho, now the self declared mayor of a thriving market fortress. Venture out into the dangerous wilds to be the first to claim unique former AI pilot of The Jericho, now the self declared mayor of a thriving market fortress. Venture out into the dangerous wilds to be the first to claim unique 
alien technology. Uncover the truth behind how Colony One met its fate at the hands of The Scythe and use that knowledge to uncover rich hidden vaults alien technology. Uncover the truth behind how Colony One met its fate at the hands of The Scythe and use that knowledge to uncover rich hidden vaults 
from the past.from the past.

What caused Amelia to go rogue? Where did The Scythe come from and what did they do with the original colonists? Search, mine and fight for clues and What caused Amelia to go rogue? Where did The Scythe come from and what did they do with the original colonists? Search, mine and fight for clues and 
treasures, before the creatures of Cernos, the Scythe or other Seekers take you down.treasures, before the creatures of Cernos, the Scythe or other Seekers take you down.

Good hunting.Good hunting.

Game - Overview 



Use weapons, abilities and the environment to Use weapons, abilities and the environment to 
defeat other seekers in fast paced combat. If defeat other seekers in fast paced combat. If 
you slay a seeker, you earn your pick of their you slay a seeker, you earn your pick of their 
loot, but be careful. If you are killed, your loot, but be careful. If you are killed, your 

prized possessions are up for grabs.prized possessions are up for grabs.

High risk - High reward.High risk - High reward.

High Stakes Shooter

Any talented seeker who finds themselves with more Any talented seeker who finds themselves with more 
equipment than they need can sell their extra loot equipment than they need can sell their extra loot 
on the Jericho Free Market in exchange for QBITS. on the Jericho Free Market in exchange for QBITS. 
Seekers recovering from hard losses or shopping for Seekers recovering from hard losses or shopping for 
their next favourite gun or armour piece can buy their next favourite gun or armour piece can buy 

directly from other players who set their own prices.directly from other players who set their own prices.

A Real Economy

The ultimate prize in each game is a single hidden The ultimate prize in each game is a single hidden 
cache of legendary equipment, technology and cache of legendary equipment, technology and 
resources. Collect artifacts and clues around the map resources. Collect artifacts and clues around the map 
to help you find it. But be careful; you won’t be the to help you find it. But be careful; you won’t be the 
only one after the prize. Only the best seekers can only one after the prize. Only the best seekers can 

claim this reward and leave with it in one piece.claim this reward and leave with it in one piece.

A TREASURE HUNT TO THE DEATH

If other seekers don’t get you, the indigenous If other seekers don’t get you, the indigenous 
creatures of Cernos just might. These deadly monsters creatures of Cernos just might. These deadly monsters 
are attracted by Seeker activity and will only become are attracted by Seeker activity and will only become 
more aggressive the longer the game lasts. Project more aggressive the longer the game lasts. Project 
Quantum combines PVP and PVE gameplay for an Quantum combines PVP and PVE gameplay for an 

exciting, dynamic experience.exciting, dynamic experience.

PVE meets PVP

Launch your squad into the Cernos wilderness Launch your squad into the Cernos wilderness 
courtesy of a customisable drop-pod. Once it has courtesy of a customisable drop-pod. Once it has 
recharged, return to the pod to retreat with your recharged, return to the pod to retreat with your 
spoils back to safety or venture further into the map spoils back to safety or venture further into the map 
for a chance of better rewards.   But the further you for a chance of better rewards.   But the further you 
stray and the longer you stay, the more dangerous stray and the longer you stay, the more dangerous 

Charnel gets.Charnel gets.

High Stakes Shooter

Equipped with a state of the art modex (Modular Equipped with a state of the art modex (Modular 
Exo-Suit), customise your seeker to exactly match Exo-Suit), customise your seeker to exactly match 
your playstyle. From your helmet to your shin-pads, your playstyle. From your helmet to your shin-pads, 
loot, craft or trade your way towards your perfect loot, craft or trade your way towards your perfect 
loadout. The technology, resources and QBIT that loadout. The technology, resources and QBIT that 
you earn from the game will unlock powerful and you earn from the game will unlock powerful and 

unique artifacts.unique artifacts.

DEEP CUSTOMISATION

Project Quantum is a looter shooter where Project Quantum is a looter shooter where 
everything you acquire can be traded for our everything you acquire can be traded for our 

real world currency, QBIT.real world currency, QBIT.

Jump into a game, gather as much as you can, Jump into a game, gather as much as you can, 
then get out before something gets you...then get out before something gets you... ””

““



How does QBIT work?

In order to combine AAA gaming and cryptocurrency we launched our own coin In order to combine AAA gaming and cryptocurrency we launched our own coin 
or more accurately, token, on the Binance Smart Chain. This token takes on the or more accurately, token, on the Binance Smart Chain. This token takes on the 
BEP-20 format which means transactions are lightning fast and with low gas BEP-20 format which means transactions are lightning fast and with low gas 
fees (network transactions fees). By utilising our own token, we can then easily fees (network transactions fees). By utilising our own token, we can then easily 
integrate it into the game world via a DApp. This means that a user will connect integrate it into the game world via a DApp. This means that a user will connect 
their digital wallet containing QBIT to the game via their account on the website their digital wallet containing QBIT to the game via their account on the website 
and once they have done that they are all set. and once they have done that they are all set. 

We use QBIT to keep our game free to play while allowing us to both develop We use QBIT to keep our game free to play while allowing us to both develop 
the game, and when the game launches, continue to support and update our the game, and when the game launches, continue to support and update our 
live service title. We do this via our simple 10% tax on every buy, sell or move live service title. We do this via our simple 10% tax on every buy, sell or move 
transaction. This tax benefits Quantum Works with 3.5% which goes into game transaction. This tax benefits Quantum Works with 3.5% which goes into game 
development and support. Another 3.5% is held in the Game World Wallet as development and support. Another 3.5% is held in the Game World Wallet as 
token, which we then pump back into the game world to assign special item token, which we then pump back into the game world to assign special item 
value, hidden QBIT, or as prize money for tournaments. The remaining 3% value, hidden QBIT, or as prize money for tournaments. The remaining 3% 
is redistributed to EVERYONE else who is holding the token as a reward for is redistributed to EVERYONE else who is holding the token as a reward for 
continued support and economic growth. continued support and economic growth. 

Token Information
Token Name : Project QuantumToken Name : Project Quantum

Ticker: QBITTicker: QBIT
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 ( One Trillion)Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 ( One Trillion)

Contract Address:Contract Address:
0xa38898a4ae982cb0131104a6746f77fa0da57aaa0xa38898a4ae982cb0131104a6746f77fa0da57aaa

Presale: 10% of token sold at presalePresale: 10% of token sold at presale
Airburn: 12% of token will be burned / airdropped in he first 12 months from Airburn: 12% of token will be burned / airdropped in he first 12 months from 

launch. (Unlocks 1% each month)launch. (Unlocks 1% each month)
Developer Wallets: 11% (Locked for 2 years)Developer Wallets: 11% (Locked for 2 years)

External Investment Wallet: 25%. Available for external investments.External Investment Wallet: 25%. Available for external investments.
Token in circulation: 203,221,984,976.42Token in circulation: 203,221,984,976.42

For further information please see the links page at the end. For further information please see the links page at the end. 



Why own Qbit?
QBIT is what will power the entire economy and ecosystem within our platform. QBIT is what will power the entire economy and ecosystem within our platform. 
This means that anytime a player wants to purchase in game or on our external This means that anytime a player wants to purchase in game or on our external 
marketplace they use QBIT to make that transaction. marketplace they use QBIT to make that transaction. 

By purchasing QBIT now you are getting in on the ground of a game which will By purchasing QBIT now you are getting in on the ground of a game which will 
revolutionise gaming and the way in which games developers monetise their revolutionise gaming and the way in which games developers monetise their 
titles. We are the first AAA title to include crypto currency at it’s core, allowing titles. We are the first AAA title to include crypto currency at it’s core, allowing 
players the freedom to not just buy in, but to cash out should they wish to. players the freedom to not just buy in, but to cash out should they wish to. 

When the game launches players will be able to use their QBIT to buy, sell and When the game launches players will be able to use their QBIT to buy, sell and 
trade with others both directly and through the marketplace, which will be trade with others both directly and through the marketplace, which will be 
available in game, via web browser and also via our custom-built companion available in game, via web browser and also via our custom-built companion 
app. All major in game items such as weapons, armour and cosmetics will be app. All major in game items such as weapons, armour and cosmetics will be 
generated as NFT’s, giving our title the unique aspect of being able to track generated as NFT’s, giving our title the unique aspect of being able to track 
items over their lifecycle. Ever wanted to own the gun or armour used by your items over their lifecycle. Ever wanted to own the gun or armour used by your 
favourite YouTuber and see it’s lifetime stats? Well now you can. favourite YouTuber and see it’s lifetime stats? Well now you can. 

What can you do with it?

Quandefi Marketplace
Before launch QBIT can be used to purchase unique collectibles through our Before launch QBIT can be used to purchase unique collectibles through our 
bespoke NFT marketplace. Project Quantum’s marketplace will be the go-to bespoke NFT marketplace. Project Quantum’s marketplace will be the go-to 
place for concept and gaming art from the best artists in the gaming space, place for concept and gaming art from the best artists in the gaming space, 
including those of OnePixelBrush and many more. No other marketplace offers including those of OnePixelBrush and many more. No other marketplace offers 
unique access to NFT’s created by your favourite concept artists and designers unique access to NFT’s created by your favourite concept artists and designers 
in the gaming space. in the gaming space. 

Project Quantum is pioneering the future of gaming and cryptocurrency. Project Quantum is pioneering the future of gaming and cryptocurrency. 



So far...
Since our lauch on 21st May 2021, we have hit and achieved so many amazing Since our lauch on 21st May 2021, we have hit and achieved so many amazing 
milestones and we have always kept our communities and supports up to speed milestones and we have always kept our communities and supports up to speed 
on all of our ground breaking developments. on all of our ground breaking developments. 

• Successfully launched our own BSC BEP-20 token with unique tokenonims. • Successfully launched our own BSC BEP-20 token with unique tokenonims. 
• Listed on Coin Gecko within 48hrs and listed on CoinMarketCap• Listed on Coin Gecko within 48hrs and listed on CoinMarketCap
• Have in excess of 6000+ holders of our token. • Have in excess of 6000+ holders of our token. 
• Been featured on various new outlets including CoinTelegraph, Yahoo News • Been featured on various new outlets including CoinTelegraph, Yahoo News 
& Finance, Investing.com etc& Finance, Investing.com etc
• Have grown our communities on Discord, Telegram and other social media • Have grown our communities on Discord, Telegram and other social media 
channels. channels. 
• Hired our Consulting Art Director, Shaddy Safadi and formed a working • Hired our Consulting Art Director, Shaddy Safadi and formed a working 
partnership with OnePixelBrush.partnership with OnePixelBrush.
• Formed a working partnership with Room 8 Group / Dragons Lake • Formed a working partnership with Room 8 Group / Dragons Lake 
Entertainment to prototyping and development. Entertainment to prototyping and development. 
• Hired our Lead World Builder Jamie Magnus Stone. • Hired our Lead World Builder Jamie Magnus Stone. 
• Produced stunning concept art of our world and characters. • Produced stunning concept art of our world and characters. 

Where are we now?
As of now we have moved from preproduction and concepting to production As of now we have moved from preproduction and concepting to production 
by utilising our working partnership with Room 8 Group / Dragons Lake by utilising our working partnership with Room 8 Group / Dragons Lake 
Entertainment. This means the core mechanics and the fundamentals of the Entertainment. This means the core mechanics and the fundamentals of the 
game are now underway!game are now underway!

We are also completing the hiring of an exceptionally talented Game Director We are also completing the hiring of an exceptionally talented Game Director 
to help take our game to the next level. to help take our game to the next level. 

Our bespoke NFT Marketplace will be launching soon which will be filled with our Our bespoke NFT Marketplace will be launching soon which will be filled with our 
unique concept art produced by Shaddy Safadi and the team at OnePixelBrush. unique concept art produced by Shaddy Safadi and the team at OnePixelBrush. 
This marketplace will serve as an outlet for gamers to access and purchase This marketplace will serve as an outlet for gamers to access and purchase 
unique and exclusive concept and game NFT’s from their favourite designers unique and exclusive concept and game NFT’s from their favourite designers 
and games.and games.



How to buy your QBIT

Buying crypto currency can be annoying if you don’t know how. Follow these Buying crypto currency can be annoying if you don’t know how. Follow these 
simple steps / links and you’ll be good to go!simple steps / links and you’ll be good to go!

Apple Users : Please download Trust Wallet first. Then use the 12 Word Seed Apple Users : Please download Trust Wallet first. Then use the 12 Word Seed 
Phrase given to you there to setup your MetaMask.Phrase given to you there to setup your MetaMask.

11 22
Android Users: Please just download and use Trust Wallet. Remember to save Android Users: Please just download and use Trust Wallet. Remember to save 

your 12 Word Seed Phrase.your 12 Word Seed Phrase.

Open Trust Wallet > Click BUY > Search”BNB” > Select how much you wish to Open Trust Wallet > Click BUY > Search”BNB” > Select how much you wish to 
purchase and follow the steps.purchase and follow the steps.

Once the BNB is in your wallet click on BNB > Tap the three dots / MORE > Once the BNB is in your wallet click on BNB > Tap the three dots / MORE > 
SWAP TO SMARTCHAIN > Decide how much you want to swap > SWAPSWAP TO SMARTCHAIN > Decide how much you want to swap > SWAP

If you are using Metamask, you will need to add BSC Smartnet. If you are using Metamask, you will need to add BSC Smartnet. PLEASE CLICK PLEASE CLICK 
HEREHERE for instructions. for instructions.

Open the DApp Browser in Trust Wallet (Android Users) or Metamask (iPhone Open the DApp Browser in Trust Wallet (Android Users) or Metamask (iPhone 
users). Copy and paste the link below into the Dapp browser address bar.users). Copy and paste the link below into the Dapp browser address bar.

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/
swap?outputCurrency=0xa38898a4ae982cb0131104a6746f77fa0da57aaaswap?outputCurrency=0xa38898a4ae982cb0131104a6746f77fa0da57aaa

Once complete, connect your wallet in the top right corner. Then select Once complete, connect your wallet in the top right corner. Then select 
how much BNB you want to swap for QBIT. Click the cog icon and set how much BNB you want to swap for QBIT. Click the cog icon and set 

SLIPPAGE to 12%. Click swap and complete the transaction. Your QBIT should SLIPPAGE to 12%. Click swap and complete the transaction. Your QBIT should 
automatically appear in your wallet. Metamask users will have to add the automatically appear in your wallet. Metamask users will have to add the 

token to their wallet using the contract address to see it. token to their wallet using the contract address to see it. 

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/trust-crypto-bitcoin-wallet/id1288339409
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/metamask-blockchain-wallet/id1438144202
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wallet.crypto.trustapp


Where have we been featured?

And many more - Click here

https://www.bitcoininsider.org/article/117034/quantum-works-crypto-powered-gaming-studio
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/quantum-works-collaboration-one-pixel-162600102.html
https://www.investing.com/news/cryptocurrency-news/quantum-works--blurs-the-lines-between-gaming-and-investing-2524382
https://cointelegraph.com/news/big-budget-games-face-a-battle-from-this-crypto-powered-upstart
https://coinquora.com/quantum-works-blurs-the-lines-between-gaming-and-investing/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Js8prf5sk2ZtG-HawvHXzPiqa4lwNEzGUO06T1_ZVPU/edit#gid=1335038948


Our Working Partners

This is a list of our current working partners. Please click on their logos below for more information and This is a list of our current working partners. Please click on their logos below for more information and 
to see the previous titles and companies they have worked with. to see the previous titles and companies they have worked with. 

One Pixel 

Brush 

Dragons Lake 

Entertainment

Sent Into 

Space

3D Concept Artists3D Concept Artists Programming & DevelopmentProgramming & Development MarketingMarketing

http://onepixelbrush.com/
https://dragonslake.com/
https://www.sentintospace.com/


Fraser Gordon

CEO

Magnus Stone
Principal Designer

Jason Tennent
Principal Designer

Caitlin Walker
Marketing Director

Jamie Magnus Stone

Lead World Builder

Shaddy Safadi
Consulting Art Director

Ace Van Acker
Lead Blockchain Dev

Juanjo Chust
Senior Blockchain Dev

Tom Kleckner
Senior Blockchain Dev

New Team Member
Incoming



Join our Community
We want to take all of our investors and community members on the journey We want to take all of our investors and community members on the journey 
with us, from concept to launch, let us take you on the journey of building a with us, from concept to launch, let us take you on the journey of building a 

groundbreaking AAA title. groundbreaking AAA title. 

Coin Related Info
For more detailed information on QBIT and the markets please check the links For more detailed information on QBIT and the markets please check the links 

below.below.

Buy Now

https://discord.gg/projectquantum
https://t.me/projectquantum
https://www.instagram.com/projectquantum_/
https://twitter.com/projectquantum_
https://www.facebook.com/projectquantumofficial
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/project-quantum/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/project-quantum
https://www.dextools.io/app/pancakeswap/pair-explorer/0xe39c55fb2ab7d9b6888bcc5178a44ebb0cf42bbb
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xa38898a4ae982cb0131104a6746f77fa0da57aaa

